Introduction

21
Multi-species microbial communities often display community functions -biochemical activities 22 not achievable by any member species alone. For example, a community of Desulfovibrio vulgaris 23 and Methanococcus maripaludis, but not either species alone, converts lactate to methane in the 24 absence of sulfate Hillesland and Stahl (2010) . Community function may be improved by artificial 25 selection. That is, newly-assembled "Newborn communities" ("Newborns") grow and mutate during 26 "maturation time" to become "Adult communities" ("Adults"). Adults expressing the highest 27 community functions are selected to "reproduce" where each is randomly partitioned into multiple Product is made, while at = 1, M does not grow and is out-competed by H. Natural selection will 49 favor lower . Thus, even when we start with the optimal for community function ( * = 0.41), it 50 and community function will decline in the absence of community selection.
51
Can community selection counter natural selection to increase and thus community func- We have chosen a sufficiently short such that within a selection cycle, newly-arising mutations Figure 1C ). 
Standard community selection can outperform combination screening
187
Instead of the standard community selection described above, we could screen combinations of 188 clones, with each member species contributing a random clone ("combination screening" Newborn inherits the species ratio of the parent community. 
} compositions of 100 Newborn communities from a selection cycle (open circles), with the two Newborns that will achieve the highest community function colored in magenta whereas the rest in black. Each color curve marks an isocline of a particular ( ) value. The (0) averaged across the 100 Newborns (grey dashed line) of the initial selection cycle serves as a reference for tracking improvements of (0) improves over the reference when is long, and barely improves when is short. The interval between two adjacent contours is the same for short and long . (since we pick one clone per species), but can be selected for during standard community selection.
258
In general, community function landscape will be hyper-dimensional and difficult to visualize.
259
However, we believe that the concept of community function landscape will be useful, much like 260 the concept of "fitness landscape" Wright (1932).
261
Methods
262
Community function landscapes are plots of ( ) numerically integrated from the following set of Newborn compositions in Figure 3B and D. Figure 3A where circles spread over a wide interval of (0), circles here spread over (0) because (0) is almost fixed. As a result, high ( ) results mostly from high (0), as evident by the two magenta circles having the highest (0). Figure 1B ), combination screening (purple) reaches a higher ( ) than standard community selection (olive). Otherwise, the opposite is true (compare blue and brown with olive). Higher rate of community function improvement corresponds to higher density of ( ) isoclines. For example, isocline density is much higher at (0) = 0.6 compared to (0) = 0.8 ( Figure 4B ). Here, Newborn total biomass (0) is fixed at 100, and each curve is the average of three independent simulations.
